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Transformations, multiple Filtering and associative 
Processes in thick Media for continuous 

Image Structures**

Starting with the kinematicai theory (1st Borns approximation of the scattering probiem) we obtain a simpie formula which 
contains multipie tittering and associative processes inciuding angutar and wavetength coding. This formuta is anatyzed for a nu
merical comparison between thin and thick hoiograms in relation to the signal-to-noise-ratio. There are advantages in the signal-to- 
-noise-ratio both for multiple filtering and associative processes for thick holograms.

1. Introduction
The associative properties of thin holograms were 

treated in many papers on optical Altering. In a clear 
way GABOR [1] depicts the associative properties of 
thin holograms. The inHuence of Bragg reflection 
properties of thick holograms on the correlation 
peak was treated in [2]. Associative combinations of 
discrete waves in thin and thick holograms were con
sidered in [3] and [4]. The present paper is devoted 
to the influence of the volume effect in thick media 
on the transformation possibilities and the associative 
properties and to the possibilities of quantitative 
improvements by changing the thickness of the me
dium. The starting point of our calculations is the 
kinematicai theory, that means a summation of all 
spherical waves produced inside the volume holo
gram by the reconstruction wave in the far held. The 
method of the kinematicai theory was applied e.g. 
in [5] and [6].

2. General formulation of the probiem
We assume A records in an ideal linear medium. 

For the H-th record the signal wave 5*, and the refe
rence wave .R are represented by superpositions of 
plane waves in the following form

S(", r) =  JY ¿<^S(n, e,)^(lrxej)exp(;k„e,r), (1) 

R(w, r) -  J *J *^ R (n ,  e„)<7„()rxej,l)exp(ik„ej,r), (2)

where <S(n, e^) is the amplitude distribution along the 
direction of the unit vector e .̂, <ŷ. is a function describ

* The authors are with the Zentrafinstitut fiir Optik und 
Spektroskopie der AdW der DDR, H99 Berfin-Adiershof, 
Rudower Chaussee 5, DDR.

** Partiaiiy presented at the "7th Fruhjahrsschuie Optik 
der DDR" Kuhfungsborn, Apri) 1975, and at the 2nd Aiiu- 
nion Conference on Hoiography, Kiev, USSR, October 1975.

ing the cross-section of the beam, and

Ar
2n:

/„ being the wavelength of the w-th record. If in a con
crete case eg is replaced by two angles (9g and 
as it is explained in Fig. la, then the integration

J7
takes the form

J* t?@sCOS(9g

according to the integration over a spherical surface 
(see [8], chapter 11.7).

Fig. 1. a. Geométrica) coníiguration of the record with 
7? and S and of the readout of the output F by /4; 

b — The deñnition of the signs of the angies
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In the above substitution the symbol for ^ remains 
unchanged. The reconstruction beam is described by

d(r) =  JY ^ d ( e j ^ ( j r x  eJ)exp(;'Ae^r). (3)

In the case of colour coding A =  A  ̂ and A„, ^  Â  
for w ^ a. The reconstructed virtuai image is given

by

r̂ec(e) ^  y  ^  J*J' J * ^ d ( e y  x
H=1

X^(a, c .̂)7?*(a, ey C (e ', e^, e^, e^, F) (4) 

with the transfer function

C ( e ' ,e < ,e ,; ,e „ ,r ) =  ^ e '^ '* ^ ( ] r x ^ ] )^ ( lr x e ^ l) x ^ ( [r x c ^ l) ,  (5)

A„ Âe' =  - g + e ^ + — — ê ,. =  sin0 (8)

(4) being the far held approximation of
f f f  (induced refractive index change, recorded by
A

S and I?) x (readout wave /4) x
exp(:Ar)

r
where r is the distance between <7F and the point at 
which the signal is detected. This is the procedure of 
the kinematical theory. For parallelepiped holograms 
(the respective dimensions along the x-, y- or z-direc- 
tion being a, A or c) equation (5) results in

Ac^a
G — aoc smc-------

2
Ac A Ac ĉ

smc-------sm c------- ,
2 2 (6)

where sine x =  (sinx)/x, and for an infinite extended 
medium with a hologram made by Gaussian beams 
[6] in

=  cos0 s in < P ------</ (p <r —
2 ^  ^  2

e., =  COS0COS(P

From (6) and (7) we calculate the "linear approx
imated" transfer functions for small angular ranges 
of 0  and <P. We develop, for example, the arguments 
of (6) in <P and 0  (centres of the images). Fig. lb 
shows the centres of the images:

0 .s* =

(tP  ̂=  0 , since all rotations are assumed to be around 
the y-axis); 0 y, =  0  ̂ : ^ ;

^  ^  ^  =  0 / ,+ ^ ;  dy =

0  =  —0 g-)-i?; (P =  y .

G ^  exp  ̂ — e a  j , (7)

where the vector a depends on the recording configu
ration, a was given in [6].

Let us now substitute all unit vectors by the angles 
from Fig. 1. E.g.

Small Greek letters denote small parameters. 
Another small parameter /1A„ =  A„—A, describes 
colour coding. In the expansion of e' only first order 
(linear) coeihcients of small parameters are taken 
into account. E.g. in JA„-y ^  0, image magnification 
is neglected because of the change in the wavelength. 
From (6) we get

aA dA,
G =  aPcsinc— # ] c o s 0 ^ + [ ^ —^]cos0^, -------- " (sin0^+sin0^)! sine —  {[%—y ]c o s 0 g + [y ,—<pj,]x

PA

cA dA„
x  cos 0jJsine —-  < [#^—#] sin 0 ^ + sin 0j, -I------ -(cos0^.—cos0^)!. (9)

From (7) for /1A„ =  0 we obtain

C =
3/2 3 r . 2  2

- ^ e x p j ----- —  + 2[ - # + ^ ] ^  +

+  y  [ [ ^ - y ] c o s 0 g + [ ^ - ^ ] c o s 0 ^]']j, (10)

where a is the width of the Gaussian beams.
In the sequel we discuss particular cases of the 

general formula, represented by the combination of 
(4) with (9).

3. Infinite extended volume holograms 
and transformations

To emphasize the character of volume holograms 
we assume infinite extended holograms. This means 
that a, A, c oc for parallelepiped holograms and 
a -s* oo for holograms formed by Gaussian beams. In 
both the cases we obtain (dA„ =  0)

G =  const-<5(i!y—#j,)(5(—#-)-#s)(3(sin0s[<p—(yg]+

+ s in 0 j,[9̂ - y „ ] ) .  (11)
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Along the ¡9-direction the volume effect leads to 
two (9-functions, where for c =  0 (thin hologram) 
only a single (9-function occurs with the argument

( [ -  ¡9+¡9 J  COS 0,y+ [#4 -# j ,]  cos .

Along the (/-direction a single <9-function occurs 
for thin and thick media. By combining (11) with (4) 
using a simplified notation for shortening the lengthy 
expressions and neglecting the /¡-summation we get 
for the "¡9-direction parts" of all functions

=  ^ W * R * ( 0), (12)
and

^rec.,thin(f) =  i/vA (A '+ y)^ *^ M  (13)

for c =  0. The symbol * denotes the correlation: 

/* g (x ) =  j* /(y )g (y + x )i(y .

The structure of (13) is also obtained for the "y-di- 
rection parts" of all functions. In the ¡9-direction the 
signal is constituted by the correlation between T and 
7? at zero; in thin media an additional integration is 
given.

This leads to the co n c lu s io n s:
Thin media: If ^ is the right structure, but trans

lated, then a translation of E occurs.
Thick media: If 4̂ is the right structure and has 

the right position, the correct E 
results.

The behaviour of the hologram perpendicularly 
to the direction of Bragg-vectors ((/-direction ) is 
like that of a thin hologram.

Now we treat the transformation property of 
a volume hologram. If we take in (4) signal waves of 
equal intensity

S(n, 0 ) -  < 9 (^ .-# J

(¡9̂ „ equidistant), and pass to the continuum for the 
/¡-sum (n )̂, we obtain in a simplified manner

E(#)-J*<%G(^, ¡ 9 ) ^ ) ;  G(^, ¡9) =  E*(^, ¡9). (14)

For c =  0 or for the (/-direction the same proce
dure results in

E ( # ) - j * ^ G ( ^ - # ) ^ ) ,  (15)

C on clu sion :
Compared with thin holograms (15) thick holo

grams permit a more general class of transformations 
(14) which are general linear functionals.

Yet the practical performance of these transfor
mation holograms must be made by a sandwich-like 
multiple storage of images.

The specializations of (14) are:
1. E discrete, /f discrete: Transformation by 

a matrix G and multiple storage of information.
2. E discrete, ^ continuous: Multiple filtering 

process.
3. E continuous, ^ discrete: Multiple storage of 

images.
4. Econtinuous, T continuous: Transformation by 

a linear functional.

4. Volume holograms of Unite thickness

Since the (/-direction parts of the functions are 
identical for thick and thin media, we discuss a two- 
-dimensional model for the ¡9-direction parts only. 
The y- ((/-) coordinate o f all functions is omitted. 
We introduce new function symbols, e.g.

E(w, #$„) =  S (H ,-0 ,,+#s.—#s„)

which means: The common centre of all recorded 
signal waves E is 0g. The function E is related to 
this centre. (9^ describes the translation of the E- 
structure during different records by discrete steps. 

The functions

E(H, ¡9—¡9^) =  E(n, 0^ + (9—?9 Ĵ

are also provided for discrete steps of translation. 
From (4) and (9) we get

E(#) -  J* /  <a^(#<)S(H , i?s-^„)E*(H,

xsinc-^— ([¡9g—¡9]cos0g+ [# 4—dj,]cos0R------ -- X

X
ck

[sin0s+sin0R]}sine —- j [(9̂ —#]sin(9g+ [¡9j,—¡9J sin0^-i--- — [cos0g—cos0J  1. (16)

A11 unessential constants preceding integral signs were 
omitted, cos 0 ^, cos 0  ̂ and cos0  ̂ including, since 
they result from an approximation of the cosines of 
the volume element. By assuming a c, we can devel

op the function sinc(ck)/2 {...} at that ¡9 ,̂-value which 
belongs to the zero of the argument of sinc(ak)/2 { . ..} 
Comparing the maxima of sinc(ck)/2{...} with the 
maxima of its first derivative we see that sinc(ck)/2 { . ..}
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as a slowly varying function can be put to the ^-integration is 
before the ^-integration. The part of (16) relating

/* „ , -  aÆcos6?p
J r№^/t(^)stnc-^—{...}  =  ^ (x )* sm c-----  ̂ — x 1----- 5— X

' cos (9̂ ,

° ° /)Ar ° ° 1
x [[^ -^ ]co s61̂ - ^ c o s 0 H---- -^ [sin 0 ^+sin0 ^]]j, (17)T

where x denotes the arguments of the two functions 
to be correlated. The brackets include the resulting 
argument of the correlation.

Conclusion:
If we use 4̂ in the following, then, except for the 

formula after (18) (with three*), this means a cor
relation between ,4 and the point transmission func

tion of the tranversal aperture a of the hologram. If the 
extention /i of the details of 4̂ is greater than 2A/a, 
then sine aA/2 { . . can be neglected (for example 
a^*oo). If /4 <  2x/a then sinc(a&)/2{...} can be 
also omitted increasing the ¡M of 4̂ until 2A/a.

Taking this into account and supposing =  0 
we obtain from (16)

f m  -  y  f  j [ -
2 [ COS0 J, L A:

tan

-  - (cost^^rX/4*7?(w) j----- —̂ ! -
tco s0 pL

7̂1
s i n ^ + s i n ^

^ COsOy ]} (18)

This formula will be discussed in the sequel. 
^  =  0 denotes colour coding, and . 1̂ „ =  0 denotes 
angular coding.

sense of [9] and [10], then for

^ <exp {/(y,, ( ^ ) - ? „  (^ )j  — <5(#^-P^)

Conclus ion:
The general correlation structure of the reconstruc

ted held is without exact arguments

¡S* sine - — (...) - 7? *

The main difference between thick and thin holo
grams (c =  0) comes from the thickness dependent 
factor sinc(cA)/2( . ..) which cuts off the correlation 
between 7?* and 4̂.

Statistical phases with equiphased ranges smaller 
than the details of v4, 7? and S' (cf. Fig. 2) can be 
introduced by setting, for example,

^ ^ e x p f / y j ^ ) )

in (18) and calculating the intensity from (18). Here 
different phase statistics are assumed for all ,4, 7! and S. 
If denotes a statistical mean procedure in the

must be employed and the same procedure must be 
done with other indices for <S and 7?.

Concl us io n:
For statistical phases in (18) all held strengths 

must be replaced by the intensities and the sinc-func- 
tions by sinc^. Statistical phases can be realized 
by statistical phase masks known from the optical 
storage technique.

5. Multipie Biters

The adaptation of (18) to multiple filters requires 
S(n, )̂ => <9(̂ ). The translation of -S' by was already 
performed by a substitution written in the other parts 
of (18).

Then we obtain a pure angular coding for

7T(i7) ^  ^  sine
{sin((9j,+0y) 

2 1 cos(9j,
#̂J,4*R*(/?) ^ COS 6 (5  

t cos (9^
(19)
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with /)#$„ =  — bei ng the difference between 
the detecting position #  and the position of the centre 
of S(n). Again we see the cut-off of the correction 
,4*7?* by the sinc-function, as shown in [2].

Concfus ion:
The translation of the structure ,4 (to be tested) 

resufts in a transition of the correlation peak onfy 
within the range which is affowed by the thickness c of 
the hologram.

The conclusion in chapter 4 concerning the phase 
statistics is valid.

By supposing c - 3- oo ("very thick" medium) in 
(19) we obtain for the sinc-function a ^-function 
which fixes the argument o f the correlation function 
,4*7?* to the zero value. Therefore the use of the infi
nitely thick medium is equivalent to putting two masks 
(the structures to be compared with each other) one 
upon the other.

Assuming, that during the recording process all 
A(n) point the same direction (?7̂ „ =  0) and that only 
the colour is changed, we can derive from (18) a for
mula very similar to (19). If we are interested in 
E(# =  0) (for example, signal-to-noise-ratio at the 
position of the correlation peak) the F (# =  0) of 
colour coding can be derived from (19) by the fol
lowing substitutions

sin<9„-hsin0,s

cos (9,

cos67„
C-----

C O s6 ?R +  CO S(9 s

(20)

until the high value of A # forbids more than one 
filter. Another characteristic parameter is p^ which 
gives the probability that the neighbouring filters of 
the selected filter contain just the same or very similar

2/

Con clus ion:
Angular coding and colour coding lead to the same 

readout structure in the linear approximation used 
here.

Our main intention is a general comparison be
tween thin and thick holograms without relation to 
special structures to be recognized (for example special 
letters). Consequently in this and the next two chap
ters we suppose stationary random functions [7] for 
/f and 7?. Fig. 2a shows an example of such a function. 
The rectangular "pulses" of the ordinate value 1 are 
distributed over the length 7 with the probability p for 
the ordinate value 1. The width /t is a measure of the 
extention of the details in the image. Fig. 2b and 
Fig. 2c show the correlation for such functions, pro
vided that the probabilities are statistically indepen
dent.

Now we assume the maximum angular range 
available for the detection of the TV signal directions, 
connected with the .S(n) and with an angular distance 
/177 between the neighbouring directions. Then the 
number of filters TV decreases with increasing Zl#,

Fig. 2. a. A stationary random function, 
used for ,4 and 7?; b. The correction of 
two stationary random functions, c. Ap
proximated correction for simpfification 

of the cafcufations

filter structure. The filter selected, for which the signal- 
-to-noise-ratio for the reconstruction is calculated, 
lies in the middle of the filters, since at this position 
the greatest noise is expected. The signal is defined 
by the expression (19), it has only the central peak 
shown in Fig. 2c for the selected filter structure. The 
noise at the peak contains:

1. The function of Fig. 2c without the central 
peak for the selected filter (,4 ^  7?).

2. The noise contribution (without peak) from 
the correlation functions relating to the other filters.

3. The peaks of the other correlation functions 
multiplied by the probability p^, because not every 
filter corresponds (for example with great similarity) 
to the selected filter.

To catch the maximum noise we take for sine x 
the function Isincxj. After squaring we obtain the
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intensities for the calculation of the signa!-to-noise- 
-ratio. Figs. 3 and 4 show examples of this treat
ment calculated by a small computer The fixed 
values for all plots are: =  0.8 ; / =  0.3; =  0.2 ;
p =  0.1; 0^ =  0 ,̂ =  0.8 and =  0.3. The
varying values are c =  1 p.m, 10 ¡Am, 100 ¡Am, 1 mm, 
1 cm, ^ =  0.003 in Fig. 3 and =  0.1 in Fig. 4. 
Dashed lines show the changes resulting from the 
introduction of a phase statistics to /4 and R(/t). 
The dotted line in Fig. 3 shows the diminishing number 
of filters, connected with the chosen angular distance

and fixed . The plots show a better signal-to- 
-noise-ratio for greater thickness. Fig. 4 for c =  100 ¡Am 
shows the plot with sine x  (dotted line) instead of 
sine x[. The result are oscillations connected with 

coherent information processing. For all the curves 
it can be shown that the decrease of the SNR by using 
¡sincxl is not greater than a factor 1.5.. .  2. For 
c =  1 [Am and small the case with phase statistics 
is better than the case without phase statistics, both 
with ¡sine xj and sine x.

Fig. 3. Signat-to-noise-ratio of multiple Biters (full lines: without statistical phases, dotted lines: with statistical 
phases) and the number of multiple Biters for stochastic continuous function vs. the angular distance between 

the Biters A# and the thickness c of the hologram with /< =  0.003 radian

Fig. 4. Signal-to-noise-ratio, as in Fig. 3 but with /^= 0.1; the dotted line shows the curve fore— 100 urn with sine x instead of ] sincx]-
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Conclus ion:
The thickness leads to a better signal-to-noise-ratio. 

The advantage of multiple filtering is connected with 
the disadvantage of an additional rotation, because 
of the smallness of the range, determined by c, where 
a translation of the symbol is detected by the transla
tion of the corresponding correlation peak.

The translation of the plots of Figs. 3 and 4 into 
colour coding is made by the substitutions (20) with 
an interpretation analogous to that given above.

6. A single associative process
This process is described by omitting the n-sum 

in (18)

Æ ( # ) -  f  ¿ ^ ) s i n c ^ j
 ̂ 2 ( cosOg ) tcosOj, 1

(21)

Assuming for S(^) a rectangular "pulse" of the 
width b we obtain the signal-to-noise-ratio at #  =  0 
(the middle of the readout F(?9)) using the approxi
mation sine x ^  1 for 0 ^  x n:/2, and sine x ^  1/x  
for ?r/2 <  x. The result is presented in Fig. 5. This

Fig. 5. Signal-to-noise-ratio o f a single associative process 
as a function of the angular width of the signal structure, 

to be detected, and of the thickness of the medium

shows : If the width b of 5* is smaller than the "struc
ture constant" ¡M, then there is a great similarity to 
a Altering process and volume holograms and thin 
holograms do not differ. For b >  /4 the increase 
in the thickness brings back the associative process 
to the "former Alter quality".

Fig. 6 shows an obvious argument. Since equation 
(21) means the integration over the product of 3 func
tions each with "cut-off character", there must be 
a careful distinction between the cases where diffe
rent functions cause the cut-off. If b >  74 there is a bet
ter signal-to-noise-ratio for thick holograms.

Co nclusion:
For "true" associative processes (b >  ¡u, 5  has 

"image character") the thick medium is advanta
geous.

Now we discuss the reconstruction quality of 
F(#) of (21) outside the "ideal" <S which was recorded. 
For a very broad correlation function .4*7? =  7?*7? æ 1

without the assumption of stochastic processes in 
7? from (21) we obtain a simple expression contain
ing

<7x' sine x' 
o

7/
i

Fig. 6. a. Signal at two different thicknesses 
c, <  c : . The integral over if in (21) is nearly the 

same for both the cases 
b. The noise is essentially influenced by the 
thickness of the medium. The double shadowed 
area is ^  1/3 of the shadowed area. Therefore 
the signal-to-noise-ratio differes by the factor 3

which describes the behaviour of the reconstructed 
F-Aeld near the edge of the "ideal" shown in Fig. 7. 
The noisy held outside 5* A 0 diminishes with increasing 
thickness.
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Fig. 7. Reconstructed Retd near the edge o f the "idea)" S  
(vertica) iine) versus the thickness, for a singte associative 

process

7. Multiple associative processes

The formula (18) was programmed on a small 
computer with the same signal and noise parts as 
explained in chapter 5. Fig. 8 shows the case o f mul-

Fig. 8. Relative signal-to-noise-ratio of multiple associative 
processes versus the angular distances between the processes, 
and the number of processes. Full lines: angular coding, dashed 

lines: colour coding

tiple associative processes in dependence on the num
ber of processes and on the angular distance between 
neighbouring processes. If all associative processes 
are superposed without angular distance (/№  =  0), 
the signal-to-noise-ratio decreases with I /iV \ If the 
distances are great enough (i.e. the space frequencies 
have no lap ranges) the signal-to-noise-ratio is con
stant. The parameters used are c =  10 ¡im, (9  ̂ =  
<9,s -  0.8, #  =  0, A =  1°, p =  0.003 radian, / =  2.5°, 
^^/</^ =  ^ ^  =  0-0174 radian, p  ̂=  0, p  =  0.1. 
The dashed plots show the colour coding, where 

has the same value as .1 , measured in
radian. We see that the difference is small.

Fig. 9 shows an example for the signal-noise distri
bution of the reconstructed function E over the angu
lar range of this function. This hgure results from

Fig. 9. Reconstructed signal-to-noise-ratio of the intensity in 
the ideal case a rectangular shaped pulse o f the width h =  0.05 
is to be expected. The associative process is disturbed by zero 
(full lines), two (dashed lines) or four (dash-dot lines) neigh
bouring processes. The dotted line gives the result for sine v 

instead of sinc.r .

programming equation (18) on a small computer. 
The parameters used are 2 =  6.328-10"^ cm, (9j, =  
(9  ̂=  0.8, A =  0.05, / =  0.3, p =  0.015, J#^ =
0.05, Ps =  0 and p =  0.1. The edge of the recorded 
5  (a rectangular pulse of width A) is plotted. We see 
that the thickness improves the signal-to-noise-ratio 
over the whole angular range of E. The widths of 
the correlation 7?*/? and of sinc(c&)/2( . ..) in (21) 
are responsible for SNR >  1 for //-values outside the 
recorded 5. The influence o f the thickness results 
in an increased signal-to-noise-ratio. The dotted line 
was calculated with sincx instead of ¡sincxl (see 
chapter 5) for the thickness 50 p.m and a single asso
ciative process. The oscillations, like those in chapter 5, 
are obvious.

Conc lus io n:
For superpositions of associative processes a thick 

medium is also advantageous.

8. Discussion
We have shown that the topological structure of 

the lattice vectors in thick media enables functional 
transformations. The advantage of thick media for
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Altering results from the better signai-to-noise-ratio 
for multiple Alters, compared with thin media. Single 
and multiple associative processes are better in thick 
media. The results were derived for an ideal medium.

*
* *

For discussion on this matter we otter our sincere thanks 
to Dr. H. LEN K , Dr. H. ScH ON N AG EL, Dr. G. SCHU LZ and 
Dipl.-Phys. R. SpoLA C ZY K .

Трансформации, многократное фильтрование 
и ассоциативные процессы в плотных средах 

для сплошных структур изображений

Исходя из кинематической теории (первые прибли
жения Бориса для вопроса рассеяния), получают простую 
формулу, в которой содержатся многократное фильтро
вание и ассоциативные процессы, охватывающие угловое 
кодирование и длины волны. Формула подвергается ана
лизу для численного сопоставления тонких и толстых 
голограмм по отношению к величине сигнал/шум. В то
лстых голограммах это величина является полным для 
многократного фильтрования, волны и ассоциативных 
процессов.
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